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**Abstract**

This paper focuses on the neglect of an employment or workforce focus in policy engagement and planning for sustainable tourism. Tourism is of interest here because there is an established role for government and the private sector in policy engagement and strategic planning with respect to product development, infrastructure, marketing and human resource capacity and the focus has increasingly emphasized sustainable goals within this process. The discussion addresses the central role of people and work within concepts of sustainability and sustainable communities and questions why this has been, substantially, ignored in tourism. The paper starts by recognising the interconnectedness of employment in tourism and its workforce concerns with a wide range of inter-linked policy and operational considerations. This, in turn, points to the utility of the sustainable HRM model as a means by which to frame tourism work. Thereafter, this paper introduces new approaches through the proposal of sustainability indicators that have both theoretical and practical policy formation value in relation to the workforce. These Sustainable Employment Capacity (SEC), Service Delivery Capacity (SDC) and Service Quality Capacity (SQC) with which policymakers can gauge their readiness for sustainable growth in tourism employment. The research and application implications for this approach are discussed.
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Introduction

This paper addresses a key driver within sustainable tourism that is widely neglected or underplayed within both practitioner and academic discourse. As 2017 is the International Year of Sustainable Tourism for Development, this represents an opportune time to address this neglect. The area in question is the tourism workforce and associated employment issues from a sustainability perspective. This discussion identifies limited policy goals seeking sustainable outcomes in tourism and widespread practice with respect to the workforce and employment. The paper further recognizes that workforce and employment issues in tourism cannot be interpreted without reference to the wider social, cultural and economic context within which they are identified. The focus of discussion in this paper is on tourism because it represents an industry where policy engagement and strategic planning through collective government and/or the private sector endeavour is commonplace at a local, regional and national level, planning that incorporates product development, infrastructure, marketing and human capacity development. There is growing evidence of bespoke human capacity development planning for tourism at national and regional levels (see, for example, Human Science Research Council, 2017 in addressing strategic human resource and skills challenges in South Africa) but there are also severe limitations to the impact of such interventions (Solnet et al, 2014). The specific focus here is on tourism at the level of the destination but the implications of the analysis also can extend wider within other commercial services such as retail.

Sustainability and sustainable development are, of course, contested concepts (Christen and Schmidt, 2011; Waas et al, 2014) but all definitions broadly coalesce around a number of key components or principles (Waas et al, 2014) that include equity (inter/intra...
generational, interspecies, geographical, and procedural); process dynamics and the recognition of constant change; integration of the interests of the various stakeholders of sustainability; and normativity which recognizes the social constructs that underpin sustainability. In this paper, reference is made to an understanding of sustainability and sustainable practices that acknowledge all of these principles. They reflect sustainable approaches to the natural and social environment and its stakeholders within the specific context of tourism employment that have a focus on long-term outcomes and benefits and avoid short-termism in thinking and application. This enables us to utilize the concept of sustainable HRM in tourism as underpinning the main arguments presented here. The paper explores seeming neglect of workforce considerations within the sustainable tourism policy narrative and, as a response, proposes measures of workforce readiness, in both quantitative and quality terms, for application within tourism.

This paper draws together a number of conceptual strands that have not traditionally been linked together within and between both sustainable tourism and the workforce/employment domain. This presents opportunity to test uncharted conceptual waters. The paper is organized as follows. The first part gives consideration to workforce issues in tourism from a strategic and destination policy and planning perspective and assesses why such discussion has largely been marginalized. A specific concern of this paper, the limited consideration of the workforce within debates about sustainable tourism, is then introduced and is framed by a key driver in this debate, the emerging field of sustainable HRM which has had a limited impact on discourse about tourism employment. This then leads to proposals of measures to facilitate a sustainable approach to the workforce that is
both ethical and practical. Finally conclusions are drawn and recommendations to policy makers and academic researchers are proposed.

The workforce in policy formulation and planning for tourism

This paper advocates for critical consideration of the workforce within policy formulation and the planning process for sustainable tourism, focusing on front-line employment. It is contended here that this topic has been largely marginalised in the minds of policy makers and academics alike. Critically, it is argued that little has changed in the narrative about this topic over the past 25 years (see for example, Cobble, 1991; Glenn, 1992 for assessments of historical perspectives on service work; also Baum 2007; 2015; Bal and de Jong, 2017). In part, this has moved forward with some recognition of the International Labour Organization’s (ILO) notion of decent work (ILO 2012) as well as Article 8 of the UN’s 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (United Nations 2015).

Much tourism employment includes work which is poorly paid, and lacking in social respect and value (see, for example, Robinson, 2013; De Beer et al, 2014); hostile to workplace organisation (Bergene et al, 2015); or is located in an environment where employer practice flies in the face of both legal and ethical standards and expectations (Poulston, 2008; The Guardian, 2016). It is also widely described as ‘low skills’ (see Shaw and Williams, 1994; Wood, 1997; Westwood, 2002; Ladkin, 2011 among others) although this is challenged as western-centric by other authors (Baum, 1996, 2002, 2006; Burns, 1997; Nickson et al., 2003). However, Knox et al (2015) recognise inherent ambiguity with respect to interpretations of job quality in the sector – what may be perceived as a ‘bad’ job from an external perspective may be seen entirely differently by those involved in the work. It is arguable that perceived quality of work in tourism is contingent on the macro-context
(economic and socio-cultural) in terms of, for example, gender and ethnicity (see Adler and Adler, 2004; McDowell, 2007) as well as that of the attitude and aspirations of the individual in assessing the relative job opportunities available within the sector (Gursoy et al, 2013).

There is growing recognition of ineffectual engagement with workforce issues in the tourism policy and planning (Solnet et al 2014; Baum et al 2016a) and, arguably, also in the priority it is accorded by practice in the private sector. Solnet et al’s (2014) study of workforce development relating to tourism examined policy-focused public documentation drawn from over a 12 year period (2000-2012) relating to Australia (24 items) and Scotland (34 items). Their analysis is probably the only attempt to systematically address labour market or workforce policy in tourism over a longitudinal time frame or on a comparative basis, although others have looked at policy relationships in this area in a rather more limited sense (Baum, 1994; Esichaikul and Baum, 1998; Baum and Szivas, 2008). The Solnet analysis highlights outcomes that are a concerning indictment of the failure of policy development in this area. This paper pinpoints a number of concerns, including the diversity of agencies engaged with workforce analysis, varied methods employed to reach conclusions, repetition of concerns and recommendations in reports issued over time, a lack of accountability for or follow-up to recommendations and limited evidence of impact on policy or practice with regard to the reports published. Policy makers are not alone in their limited and/ or ineffective consideration of workforce themes with respect to tourism. Baum et al (2016a), in a ten-year review of the leading academic journals in tourism and hospitality, highlight what they argue to be serious neglect relative to the importance of the area and further posit that the research that has been published suffers from issues of theoretical and conceptual quality; approaches that are piecemeal in terms of scope, topics
and methods; and are overly managerialist in seeking practical solutions rather than wider explanations for identified phenomena.

Before building upon this concern about the neglect of effective sector workforce research and planning in tourism, it is worthwhile to ask whether tourism is alone as an industry that all but neglects an effective sector-based and integrated approach to workforce planning. Tourism’s multi-unit, geographically dispersed and highly diversified profile in most countries does not make such tasks easy to accomplish and, indeed, effective sector workforce planning may be an unrealistic aspiration for tourism. However, tourism workforce planning, superficially at least, is reasonably effective in its execution but less so in its outcomes and impact in many countries. Comparison with other industries is illuminative. A review of a range of these, within the commercial service sector and beyond, provides no evidence that macro-level research-informed workforce planning is widely prevalent in the private sector or, indeed, within much of the public or third sectors.

An exception may be the health care and elder care sectors which are complex industries that encompass workforce diversity (Martin and Young, 2008; Rubery et al, 2011), geographical spread (Larsen and Lauxen 2014) and skills segmentation (Ono et al 2013) and where a clear relationship to public policy concerns is evident. Health and elder care are also sectors that, in most countries, are closely aligned with government policy and funding, either directly or indirectly. Therefore, leadership in workforce planning for health is widely seen as a public sector responsibility (Crettenden et al 2014). Policy debate in this area is also robust (Birch et al 2013; Birch et al 2015). The workforce issues faced in the elder care sector, interestingly where operations are commonly located within the public, private and third sectors, appear to mirror many of those encountered in tourism, notably in terms of high labour turnover and recruitment challenges (Howe et al, 2012). Evidence, however,
does not suggest that the planning process contributes effectively to overcoming skills shortages in the health or care services of major developed countries (Birch et al, 2013).

Evidence from other private ownership economic sectors is more limited, begging the question as to why tourism should require a different and planned response. Retail is, in many respects, a sector that has HR issues in common with tourism but, here, discussion of workforce issues is largely confined to operational (Booth and Harmar, 2007; Hart et al, 2007) or change-driving considerations (for example the impact of Generation Y on the retail workforce) (Broadbridge et al, 2007) or the effects of automation/robotisation (Gallouj et al, 2015; Jee, 2016). Retail work in its social context (for example, Ruetschlin, 2013) is probably as far as the policy-informing narrative goes. Government leadership with respect to workforce policy in retail is not really evident.

In part, the answer to the specific conditions in tourism lies in the role of government and government agencies in planning growth within tourism at a national and regional level, frequently targeting specific outcomes in terms of visitor numbers and spend. It is also a reflection of the fragmented nature of the industry, operating across both the formal and informal economies of most countries and frequently facing structural challenges through seasonality. These factors, unusual in other areas of the economy, are perhaps the strongest justification of a planned approach to the workforce that integrates with wider performance outcomes (Baum and Szivas, 2008).

This review thus far points to issues with respect to thinking about the workforce in the context of tourism, highlighting a failure for the debate to progress policy development and for quality research studies to be scarce, poor quality and managerialist. This paper argues for alternative approaches to conceptualising workforce themes in sustainable tourism planning and for the adoption of new approaches to underpin these processes,
drawing on the principles of sustainable HRM. These approaches may include recognition of
the role of the employee/workforce in delivering sustainable products and services;
engagement with the wider social and economic context affecting the workforce;
exploration of capacity and capability constraints that the workforce/labour market can
impose on a location’s ability to deliver these products and services in a sustainable manner;
and engagement with the tenets of ‘decent work’ in tourism.

Before moving on to address wider issues of sustainability in tourism and what they may
contribute to our understanding of the workforce, it is necessary to recognise that such
work does not exist in a vacuum and continues to change in consort with wider social and
economic developments within society. This is now addressed in terms of the changing
nature and context of tourism work.

The changing context of tourism work

Interrogation of the tourism workforce literature generally fails to consider work
quality concerns within a wider policy context and this is a severe limitation. Much
discussion is inward looking and addresses issues and themes from the perspective of
employers and, as such, is predominantly managerialist in focus (Baum et al 2016a).
Therefore, Andriotis and Vaughan (2004, 67) are correct in highlighting that, in the context
of tourism employment, “some of the underlying assumptions and inter-relationships are
rarely, if ever, discussed”. They highlight the importance of the wider context affecting
tourism employment and policy by raising questions as to “whether the characteristics of
tourism jobs are really good or bad and whether addressing them as problems is always the
correct way forward”.
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The challenge, as Bartlett et al (2016) highlight, is that individual organisations and the sector within which they are located tend to focus on those areas of linkage in the external environment that are perceived to offer the greatest threats and opportunities. The arguments developed by Jithendran and Baum (2000) support this position, with a focus on the operational focus that underpins human resource issues at the policy and planning level in tourism, leading to ad hoc and fragmented responses. Certainly, the evidence assessed by Solnet et al (2014) points to relatively limited and uncritical engagement with policy across the wider environment and, where such linkages are evident, they tend to be time-reactive, responding to headline economic, social or market changes (such as the Global Financial Crisis in 2008).

Therefore, it is argued here that there is a need to look outwards at the society within which tourism work is located in order to understand the multiple policy linkages within the employment framework as the basis for a more meaningful search for explanations and the formulation of policies and practices that can affect change. For illustrative purposes, these relationships are represented in Figure 1, which represents the complex eco-system within which tourism employment, at a destination level, is located and the interdependencies that exist with that wider economic, social and cultural environment. Conceptualised by the author from an extensive review of labour market, destination and tourism literature, these relationships are not intended to be exhaustive and their relative significance will vary greatly from destination to destination. Andriotis and Vaughan (2004), for example, highlight what they call pluriactivity in tourism employment in their case study environment of Crete across a number of sectors but particularly in relation to agriculture where seasonal demand for labour complements that within tourism, highlighting the need to co-ordinate policy between these sectors within the labour market.
The linkages illustrated in Figure 1 are indicative and could be extended to address the workforce in the context of skills changes and immigration policy (IOM 2005; Kirkegaard 2007); migrant labour and mobilities within tourism work (see, for example, Joppe 2012; Janta et al 2012; Duncan et al 2013; Baum 2013); and gender (Baum 2013). This contextualisation of the tourism sector in this paper also gives particular nuances to, for example, career choices and destinations (Kong et al, 2012) and the role that training for the sector plays in launching diverse careers and providing portable and transferable skills which have application across a wider range of sectors (Okumus et al, 2016). Dinica (2009, 583-4) highlights the major role that government and related public agencies play in creating and supporting such joined-up thinking in policy formation, noting the competencies across a wide range of areas that impinge on tourism “such as spatial planning, infrastructural development, fiscal policies, transport policies, labour policies and water management”.

The policy linkages, of course, can work in other ways so that the skills demands of a sector such as tourism can act as a major driver of policy with respect to wider labour market, educational and national human resource development (NHRD) considerations (McLean, 2004, 2012; Lynham and Cunningham, 2006; Gangani et al, 2006). The notion of NHRD aligns well with thinking in this paper, as articulated by McLean (2004, 269) in arguing that NHRD “goes beyond employment and preparation for employment issues to include health, culture, safety, community, and a host of other considerations that have not typically been perceived as manpower planning or human capital investment.” Such sentiments accord with the arguments of, among others, Garavan and McGuire (2010) and
Kuchinke (2010) in expanding the aims of NHRD to include less economically-focused considerations, including the planning of education systems at vocational, higher and post-experience levels (Rana and Ardichvili, 2015).

The workforce also needs to be considered from a future perspective, notably in the context of labour market polarisation between low and high skills positions in many developed economies (Solnet et al 2015). UKES (2014, v) highlight this when they forecast growth in relatively high and low skilled jobs.

*Growth is projected in high level occupations (managers, professionals, and associate professionals) and some lower skilled occupations (in caring, hospitality and leisure)........This has implications for career progression without middle-level occupations, individuals may find it more difficult to progress from low to high skilled jobs”.*

The trend towards polarisation in the labour market is noted across developed economies by Autor and Dorn (2009) who focus on the growth of low skills service jobs in the US, Goos and Manning (2007) in the context of jobs in the UK and Goos et al (2009) in their analysis of the European environment. The consequences of this polarisation can already be seen in the elimination of many middle management roles within the hospitality and wider tourism sector. This is affirmed by both Rajan and Wulf (2006) and Solnet et al (2015) who also return to what they describe as an ongoing trend towards organisational flattening at all levels, creating demand for increased empowerment at the front-line. What has changed, from a contemporary perspective, is the ongoing impact of technology on workplace processes, practices and power relationships.
This discussion now moves forward to consider how the growing debate on sustainable tourism can, perhaps, contribute to understanding of its workforce in a contemporary context.

Sustainability, sustainable development and sustainable tourism

So where does sustainability, sustainable development and, critically, sustainable tourism locate within this discussion? There is a growing interest in what Rimanoczy and Pearson (2010, 11) describe as the “new world of sustainability” in the context of human resource management at the level of the firm, implying a shift in how organizations identify, recruit and develop their current and future employees. Their argument is that for change towards more sustainable practice to emerge in these areas requires fundamental change in organisational culture and leadership, driven by ethical and wider CSR considerations. This discussion at the level of the organisation can also incorporate acknowledgement of a number of related themes including the evolving nature of psychological contracts and the ways in which employees and employers are bound together (Coyle-Shapiro and Kessler, 2000; Lub, et al., 2012); recognition of the importance of sustainability within organisational leadership (Hargreaves and Fink, 2006; Ulrich and Smallwood, 2013); and understanding of mutual responsibilities through seeking work-life balance (see, for example, Darcy et al, 2012; Fujimoto et al, 2013; Lee et al, 2015).

However, in terms of sustainable tourism, workforce themes do not feature as prominent considerations. On the face of it, the UNWTO’s (nd) definition of sustainable tourism provides opportunity to clearly articulate its implications for the workforce and employment. This is that sustainable tourism is "Tourism that takes full account of its current and future economic, social and environmental impacts, addressing the needs of
visitors, the industry, the environment and host communities”. However, Miller et al (2010) address the reasons for the emergence of sustainable tourism as a concept, linking it to a combination of the growth of tourism, the intentions behind political discourse that has become more environmentally focused and awareness of the meaning of the principles of sustainability. No mention is made of employment or workforce-related themes. However, sustainability has become a constant feature of tourism policy at all territorial levels - as Torres-Delgado and Lopez Palomeque (2012, 1) note:

Institutional policies and initiatives have advanced gradually from an initial acceptance of sustainability in tourism associated almost exclusively with the conservation of the environment, to a more global concept which takes the balance between society, the environment and economy into account.

This extension of the concept of sustainability from the natural to include the social environment (as recognised by UNWTO) is evident in wider discussions about sustainable development (Axelsson et al, 2013). Discussion of sustainable tourism, therefore, has been slow to engage with ideas about sustainable human resource management as a means by which to address the evident issues that can be seen within sector employment and its workforce. Discussion now moves on to consider how this contribution can be harnessed.

**Sustainable HRM**

The relative neglect of workforce considerations within discussions relating to sustainable tourism policy is somewhat incongruous, given that social, cultural and community-driven factors figure prominently in some (but not all) analyses of this area. This neglect is all the more surprising in light of the leadership provided by international
agencies, notably ILO’s notion of decent work (ILO 2012) and the clear guidance provided by Article 8 of the UN’s 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development which advocates “full and productive employment and decent work for all” (United Nations 2015). Both of these invectives are intended to inform and shape the policies of governments, agencies and the private sector and, as such, provide a valuable framework by which to guide the macro perspective of tourism work that is the focus of this paper. Sehnbruch et al (2015), interestingly, note the far wider recognition and adoption of the contextualized United Nations approach as compared to that of the much narrower focus of the ILO’s decent work.

The emergence of sustainable HRM as a conceptual framework can be linked, at an organisational level, with growing interest in the full breadth of dimensions within contemporary interpretations of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) (Tisdell, 2000; Ehnert and Harry 2012; Cohen et al, 2012; Voegtlin and Greenwood, 2016) and wider recognition of the value in executing business strategies for sustainability through the design and implementation of human resource management practices (Buller and McEvoy, 2016).

Ehnert et al (2016, 90) define sustainable HRM as “ the adoption of HRM strategies and practices that enable the achievement of financial, social and ecological goals, with an impact inside and outside of the organisation and over a long-term time horizon while controlling for unintended side effects and negative feedback”. Ehnert (2009) identifies the key components of sustainable HRM practice as attracting and retaining talent and being recognised as an ‘employer of choice’; maintaining employee health and safety; investing into the skills of the workforce on a long-term basis by developing critical competencies and lifelong learning; supporting employees’ work-life balance and work-family balance; managing aging workforces; creating employee trust, employee trustworthiness and sustained employment relationships; exhibiting and fostering (corporate) social
responsibility towards employees and their communities; and maintaining a high quality of life for employees and communities.

By any token, these attributes are the core components of good employment (or decent work) which, when amalgamated into both the practice and culture of an organisation, can help to achieve sustainability outcomes. Anticipating the emergence of sustainable HRM in tourism, Baum (2006:290-291) provides a comprehensive comparison at the organisational level between what he describes as “old human resource practice” and the features of a “sustainable human resource paradigm” in the context of tourism, spanning indicators ranging from operational considerations through to the level of labour market planning but not addressing policy implications. As with much of the narrative relating to sustainable HRM, both Baum and Ehnert focus on its application at this organisational level, affirming its value in the words of Lange (2016, 918) when he says that “Sustainable HRM ...... can become an alternative business purpose; one that legitimises business activity within society and with other stakeholders, including investors.”

Sustainable HRM, therefore, is intended to be a proactive approach that recognises the value of “developing mutually beneficial and regenerative relationships between internal and external resource providers (e.g. employees, their families, education systems, natural environment)” (Ehnert et al, 2016, 90). It also needs to be understood in terms of the standards that are implicit in its application alongside multiple, potentially contradictory, economic, ecological and social goals such as human or ecological sustainability as well as the complex interrelations between HRM systems and their internal and external environments. Incorporating the wide range of good practices articulated by Baum (2006), Ehnert (2009) and Liebowitz (2010) in accommodating the needs of the individual within organisations “the argument is that fostering the sustainability of the HRM
system itself becomes a ‘survival strategy’ for organisations dependent on high quality employees” (Ehnert and Harry, 2012, 223).

An alternative approach (and one that accords with the arguments in this paper) is to look at sustainable HRM in terms of wider societal contexts and policies (Scully-Ross, 2012), for example by reference to the local, regional or national workforce. Ehnert and Harry (2012, 223) acknowledge the policy linkages that underpin a wider view of sustainable HRM in noting the impact “of scarce human resources, of aging workforces and of increasing work-related health problems” on the communities within which work takes place.

Translating the principles of sustainable HRM into policy at a national or local level presents challenges that are, perhaps, difficult to implement within the dominant neo-liberal ideology of many governments. At a macro level, employment policies that embrace sustainable principles may be reflected in the legal and moral framework that provides the architecture for ‘decent work’ – relating, inter alia, to dignity and respect at work, working conditions, employment rights and protections, rights with respect to collective representation, opportunities for personal growth and access to fair remuneration for the work undertaken, often framed as a minimum or living wage (Gregg et al, 2016; Zeng and Honig, 2016).

Sustainable HRM, by definition, also acknowledges the possibility of unsustainable HRM (Kramar, 2014) through practices that cannot be sustained at an organisational level and may lead to, for example, burnout through individual stress, other forms of illness or high levels of attrition. In the context of tourism, these are commonly manifested and are dimensions of the workforce that are addressed by Boardman et al (2015) in their analysis of decent work in the full tourism value chain. Likewise, Davidson and Wang’s (2011) study concludes that the tourism industry does not plan for sustainable labour practices and
employee retention, noting that casualization is the dominant strategy employed to cope with changing demand for labour. However, there is emergent tourism sector interest in the practical benefits of adopting a sustainable approach to workforce management as evidenced in Perry (2013). As a corollary to this in terms of academic research, Baum et al (2016b) represents probably the first scoping exercise of the application of sustainability principles to a range of workforce issues in tourism. Their review addresses perspectives from the standpoint of human rights, gender, mobilities and migration, age and generations, careers and career competencies, education and training, and models of social enterprise. Baum et al’s (2016b) contribution is to recognise the intersectionality of sustainable HRM with tourism against a wide range of perspectives (and their coverage is not comprehensive) and this thinking provides and important underpinning to this paper.

In many regards, the principles that underpin sustainable HRM directly confront and provide potential remedies to the challenges and issues that face employment in the tourism sector. Sustainable HRM provides a framework whereby the neglect of workforce considerations in tourism can be addressed. At both a policy and practice level, the tourism industry faces challenges with regard to attracting the best possible workforce, retaining them within the sector, remunerating employees in a way that competes with other industries, providing the workplace environment for ‘decent work’ and offering progressive developmental and career opportunities. These are issues that may be alleviated by stakeholders in the private and public sectors through the adoption of a sustainable HRM ‘mind set’ and applying the key tenets that emanate from this mind set to employment rather than adopting project-oriented, reactive and short-term measures in addressing these issues. This is easily said but implementation may be more challenging. The remainder
of this paper will explore one policy-informing option as a way forward with respect to this conundrum.

The discussion thus far has sought to tie together disparate strands as a basis for understanding why workforce themes are frequently poorly represented within sustainable tourism policy formulation and, as a consequence, why (based on the professional experience of the author) workforce considerations are rarely major drivers in shaping key decisions in tourism practice and investment. The evidence appears to support the view that tourism policy making, where it does address workforce themes, is fragmented and makes inadequate reference to the complexity of wider policy considerations. Sustainability is a dominant influence on the contemporary tourism policy narrative but, it is arguable, this discussion has been ‘hijacked’ by those advocating for concerns about the natural environment in a tourism context. As a consequence, what should be a key theme within sustainable human ecology in tourism, the workforce, has been largely side-lined. The emergence of sustainable HRM as a distinct field offers an opportunity to bridge some of these gaps at a conceptual and practical level and, potentially, may enable the policy narrative at a policy level to move forward in a way that is theoretically and methodologically sound and makes a practical difference. One such route is explored in the next section to this paper by introducing an array of conceptual tools by which to link economic development in tourism with its implications for the workforce environment at a strategic level.

Finding a way forward

This way forward, in unravelling the disparate elements of the above discussion, requires that the policy process and its underpinning research challenge the status quo with
respect to tourism’s workforce at a destination/national level. To do this, it is important to articulate clearly what information and analysis is required in order to attain tourism and wider social and economic goals and, indeed, to the interdependencies between them that are proposed in Figure 1. This process can be driven by asking a series of questions about the tourism development policy and planning for a location and the facilitating workforce environment that exists alongside such development, both in terms of the current situation and the desired future position. Some of these questions may be raised in policy discussions about sustainable tourism but not in this systematic format. The answers to the question posed in Figures 2 and 3 can play an important policy-informing role in relation to tourism and, specifically, its workforce and, equally important, provide the basis for an on-going research agenda. The questions can play a valuable role as part of the agenda for discussion by governments, Destination Management Organisations (DMOs), private sector and civic society stakeholders as part of the tourism policy formulation and planning process. These questions have the potential to frame a route map that addresses these issues and shapes a more meaningful and sustainable approach with regards to the development of workforce policies for tourism. As noted, they can also frame the basis for a valuable academic research agenda. Such questions could include an assessment of the current state of the destination with respect to ‘workforce readiness’ as suggested in Figure 2:

- To what extent does the national agenda recognise the value of ‘decent work’ through legislation and wider political leadership?
- What are the ‘decent work’ issues facing tourism and the wider economy in the destination region?
- Where do tourism and tourism employment sit within the wider economy of the destination region and what competition does the industry face in labour market terms?
• What is the current tourism business profile of the destination - numbers, revenue, per passenger expenditure, markets, product, services?

• What is the current quality profile of service providers in the destination?

• What is the current human resource capacity (numbers, skills, origin, diversity) in the destination that is delivering the existing range of tourism products and services?

• What products and services can the destination deliver with these human resources (the service delivery capacity) – measured in terms of room nights, tours, dive groups etc.?

• At what level/ to what standards can the existing workforce deliver these products and services (the service quality capacity)?

• What do indicators relating to productivity, service quality and visitor satisfaction tell about the existing workforce?

Figure 2: Indicative questions to be asked: Where we are now with respect to ‘workforce readiness’?

The corollary to a current assessment of ‘workforce readiness’ is to ask questions about the likely impact of change with respect to tourism product and markets. Such questions could include an assessment of the anticipated state of the destination in line with development plans with respect to ‘workforce readiness’ as suggested in Figure 3:

• To what standards, in terms of employment and the achievement of ‘decent work’ for all, does the destination aspire?

• What are the destination’s tourism business development targets – numbers, revenue, per visitor expenditure, new and existing markets, product, services?

• What quality standards and market ‘mix’ does the destination aspire to achieve for its tourism products and services?

• What is the human resource shortfall – both in terms of numbers and skills (by vocational/professional areas) representing service delivery capacity and service quality capacity gaps?

• What needs to be done to close these gaps in terms of recruitment (home, abroad) and training?

• What are the destination location infrastructure gaps – in Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET), colleges, universities?

• How long will it take to develop the required workforce to eliminate the two gaps?

• What are the political, economic, cultural, social, environmental and technological
Figure 3: Indicative questions to be asked: Where are we going in the future with respect to ‘workforce readiness’?

These questions are complex and interrelated and are, essentially, designed to shift the focus of policy making and planning away from a dominant market and facilities focus to a more balanced agenda. Profiling the workforce in terms of the above questions has the potential to shape the nature of tourism development relative to these drivers but also to constrain such development. Unambiguous answers to these questions, therefore, can create an entirely new dynamic within planning and decision making where workforce capacity, quality and sustainability questions are raised as a starting point to the framing of plans rather than as an afterthought. Addressing these concerns can, for example, challenge widespread inconsistencies which sees governments promoting both tourism as a growth sector and decent work as part of their international obligations in the full awareness that a fast-growing tourism industry has a very mixed record in delivering such ‘decent work’.

The University of the Aegean (2002, xii) locate the value of setting capacity limits to tourism development as supporting “a vision about local development and decisions about managing tourism”. This is at the nub of the argument promulgated here. It is about recognising that the characteristics of the local labour market and the work environment within it may constitute a major determinant of what a destination can deliver to its visitors. Baum et al (1997, 222) put it like this;

*The make-up of the local workforce (or that which can be introduced into the local environment) has a direct influence on the standards and character of the tourist offering which can be prepared and presented to visitors.*
In applying the notion that there are ethical, capacity and capability constraints that relate to the tourism labour market, then, we can derive three key concepts as indicators of destination capacity (resort, city, region, country). These draw broadly on the idea of applying ethical and capacity principles to the workforce. The concepts reference the following:

- **Is the tourism industry able and willing to deliver ethical employment of a quality and sustainability that enables it to meet social objectives relating to ‘decent work’ and fair remuneration?** Answering this question recognises that tourism employment does not exist in isolation but must be evaluated against competing sectors in the national and regional economy as well as in terms of commitments to social policy and international obligations. **Sustainable Employment Capacity (SEC)** is the extent to which such standards are recognised and addressed in tourism policy and planning, based on a systematic analysis of policy relations across a range of social indicators.

- **Are there sufficient employees available and willing to deliver tourism’s products and services to the destination’s visitors?** Can the destination access sufficient labour from within its own communities or from external sources (by means of internal or external migration) to meet the needs of tourists who visit? Answering this question introduces the notion of a destination’s **Service Delivery Capacity (SDC)** which is based on the number of visitors to a destination at any given time and a numerical count of the workforce required to deliver services to these visitors through the diversity of businesses and facilities that make up a complex industry. This calculation may be without reference to varied staffing levels that are required to deliver service in different types of operations and at different times (of the year,
day) but, more realistically, needs to accommodate average productivity standards across the sector (and how these can be enhanced through training) and the changing technologies that evolve to support and/or replace labour.

- Do the industry’s employees have the appropriate skills to deliver the products and services at quality standards that meet the expectations of the destination’s visitors?

Answering this question, complementarily, introduces the notion of a destination’s **Service Quality Capacity (SQC)** which is based on the quality and/or productivity standards set for a destination and reflects the skills available through the education and training system to the tourism industry across all sub-sectors and vocational/professional areas.

SEC, SDC and SQC, then, are concepts that can enhance a destination’s ability to monitor current policy, planning and decision-making at a micro- and macro-level within tourism. At a micro-level within organisations, these indicators can assist in practical decision-making – can a hotel meet the needs of specific national groups or are additional language skills required? Can the kitchen brigade deliver in technical terms on the demands of new menu items planned? At a macro-level, monitoring, among other things, visitor feedback can ascertain whether the destination has issues with respect to SEC or SDC, or SQC or, indeed, all of them. The utilisation of SEC, SDC and SQC as guiding concepts, it is argued here, is also at the heart of a sustainable approach to addressing workforce issues in a way that is principled, realistic, forward-looking and designed to maximise input from the local labour market while also ensuring that the workforce contributes effectively to destination development objectives.
Where these concepts have maximum utility is in support of future policy, planning and decision-making at the macro-level within tourism. Using them may allow key workforce capacity considerations to be asked alongside the policy, planning and investment targets that are set with respect to market growth, product developments and service enhancements. In this way, workforce considerations can play a defining role in shaping policy and planning across these key areas. Applying ethical principles and recognising capacity limits in this context may lead to any or all of the following actions at the destination level:

- Limiting growth in visitor numbers until additional and appropriately skilled employees are available to deliver products and services.
- Increasing SDC by attracting additional personnel into the tourism industry from within the community or from outside the community via internal or external immigration.
- Increasing SQC by promoting work and careers in the industry and by investing in additional training programmes in order to increase the number of qualified personnel available to the industry.
- Identifying specific areas within tourism (products, services) which face either SDC or SQC (or both) shortages and address these in quantitative or qualitative terms (or both).
- Imposing work quality and minimum remuneration standards (SEC).

What tourism development policy makers require is an openness to ask questions and seek meaningful answers relating to SEC, SDC and SQC at the time when policy shifts in tourism and wider economic development are proposed and when there are plans to seek
significant changes in markets, products, infrastructure or services – for example, new build hotel investment, new event space, increases in airport capacity, reorientation of marketing spend to new visitor markets – that will require changes to current workforce capacity and capability within a destination. Similarly, changes emanate from developments within other sectors of the economy, especially adjacent services. This, likewise, may provide the basis to engage with political commitments and economic plans to increase visitor numbers by x million or growing visitor spend by US$ y million through a fuller consideration of what this means in workforce (SEC, SDC and SQC) terms.

Alongside this imperative is the need to understand the challenges that engaging with ‘decent work’, job quality, capacity and capability issues may pose in the wider social, economic and cultural context of the destination. This is where reference back to Figure 1 is valuable in engaging with policy relationships between the tourism workforce and other areas of key policy consideration that may impact on the capacity, capability and desire of the destination to address SEC, SDC and SQC considerations.

This approach has the potential to create deeper understanding of the associations between policy areas and how these may relate to workforce planning in the services economy, specifically in tourism. This, in turn, may allow for answers to emerge with respect to the ‘problems’ identified but rarely answered in framing policy around workforce issues in the sector (referring back to Solnet et al 2014 here). Therefore, there is a need for conceptual and practical testing and evaluation of the potential of more macro-oriented analytical approaches aligned to the framework suggested in this paper in order to improve understanding of the workforce and the issues it faces in ensuring the sustainability of the tourism sector. This evaluation will require leadership from the public sector within tourism
and beyond (including, *inter alia*, skills development agencies; economic development leadership; culture and heritage interests; complementary economic sectors such as elder are and retail; as well as those involved directly with tourism).

**Conclusions**

The argument that drives this paper starts with the neglect of workforce issues in the sustainable business discourse at both academic and professional levels and the consequences that this has for the quality of policy-making with respect to sustainable tourism at a destination level. There is widespread recognition that workforce issues in tourism are a ‘problem’ while, at the same time, organisations and locations claim the centrality of people to their success (Solnet et al 2015). There is little evidence that the debate or proposed solutions have moved forward significantly over the past 25 years although some engagement between perceived ‘problematic areas’ in tourism employment and the sustainable HRM narrative is emerging (Gorenak, 2016; Baum et al, 2016b).

The argument followed by this paper, building on the principles of sustainable HRM, can also help to frame the focus of future research in the tourism workforce space. Baum et al (2016a) have demonstrated the paucity of policy-informing research on tourism employment and the sector’s workforce with little evidence of critical engagement with the social, economic and cultural context within which they are located. Such themes need to be the focus of a tourism workforce research agenda that moves beyond a search for operational answers to perceived managerial ‘problems’ to seek contextual understanding and explanation. Such studies could seek to replicate Solnet et al’s (2014) analysis of policy formulation for the tourism workforce in Australia and Scotland. The development of
specific indicators by which to capture a destination’s SEC, SDC and SQC as the first step to test whether they are of value beyond the theoretical and conceptual levels would also be of value. Finally, comparative, benchmarking studies, addressing the lessons to be learned from the incorporation of workforce considerations into policy framing across time and space (Rose, 1991) would also be of value in creating better understanding of the issues in this area.

Therefore, this paper advocates a significant change in the way that the complex, multi-lateral relationships between sustainable tourism development, sustainable human resource management, the role of the workforce in tourism and wider domains of social and economic policy are conceptualised. The approach advocated for this is to recognise the importance of capacity, capability and social responsibility issues within workforce policy and planning and how these can be assessed alongside an approach that recognises the inter-dependencies of sector workforce planning with other drivers of the political, social, economic and cultural policy space. These, in turn, can be seen as key pillars in the drive towards the creation of stability and sustainability in workforce terms, making the notion of achieving a decent work culture a realistic proposition for tourism employment.
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Figure 1: Indicative relationships between the tourism employment and the tourism workforce and the wider policy environment at the level of a destination/country.